
Q.3 Write in advantages of Vacuum washer.

Q.9 On which principle centri-cleaner works?

Q.2 Expand BSW.

Q.7 What happen in delignification?

Note: Objective type questions. All questions are 

compulsory.  (10x1=10)

Q.4 From what stage of BSW, B/L goes for recovery 

plant?

Q.10 Name any two types of pulp screen.

SECTION-A

Q.1 Write any one objective of washing.

Q.5 Can centricleaner remove plastic material ?

Q.6 Name one variable affect ing screen 

performance.

Q.8 Why ESP is used?
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SECTION-D 

Q.33 Explain high heat diffusion washing with neat 

diagram.

Q.34 discuss the working & constructional details of 

rotary vacuum filter.

Q.35 Describe the operating procedure of 

multitasking BSW including start up & shut 

down.

Q.36 Write a short note on any two of the following:-

Note: Attempt any three questions. (3x10=30)

          a) Soda loss         b) KMNO   no.4
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Q.23 Write any four objectives of washing.

Q.25 Define production rates and loading factors.

SECTION-C 

Note: Attempt any eight questions. (8x5=40)

Q.24 Draw neat & clean sketch of three stage counter 

current BSW.

Q.26 What do you mean by high heat diffusion 

washing?

Q.29 Describe the working of pressure screen.

Q.30 What is the effect of consistency on cleaning in 

centricleaning system?

Q.32 Define screening quotient.

Q.28 List various types of pulp screen.

Q.31 Mention the effects of washer's speed upon mat 

thickness.

Q.27 Discuss the concept of dilution factor
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Q.14 What is soda loss?

Q.16 Define ph.

Q.20 What is the function of deformer  in BSW?

Q.22 What is Na  SO2 4 

Note:  Attempt any ten  questions.  (10x2=20)

SECTION-B 

Q.12 Define general principle of washing? 

Q.11 Define yield?

Q.13 Describe the term scaling.

Q.15 Name the filter media used in rotary vacuum 

washer. 

Q.17 What is specks.

Q.18 Write the unit of vacuum.

Q.19 How much temperature is maintained during 

high heat washing in continuous digester.

Q.21 Write the optimum temperature for washing of 

pulp.
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